Obedience Trial Score Sheet
Beginner Novice Class

Show: ______________________________________________ Date: _____________________
Judge: ______________________________________________
Exhibit Number: ___________________________ Breed: ________________________________
Exercise

Zero

Heel (on leash)
forward, halt, left turn,
right turn, about turn,
slow, normal, fast

Figure Eight (on leash)

Stand for Examination
(on leash)

Recall (on leash)

Unmanageable
Unqualified
heeling

Unmanageable
Unqualified
heeling

Sits before
or during
examination
Growls or snaps
Refuses to stay

Did not come on
second command
Did not stay on
first command

Less than 50%

Substantial

Minor

Max
Points

Handler continually
adapts pace to dog
Constant tight
leash or guiding

Occasional tight leash
Extra commands or signals
Crowding handler
Sniffing
Lagging
Heeling wide (__turns; __about)
Forging
Poor sit
No sit
No pace change (__fast; __slow)
Handler not walking briskly

40

Handler continually
adapts pace to dog
Constant tight
leash or guiding

Occasional tight leash
Extra commands or signals
Crowding handler
Sniffing
Lagging
Heeling wide
Forging
Poor sit
No sit
Improper heel position
Handler not walking briskly
Lack of naturalness/smoothness

20

Moves away
before or during
examination
Showing shyness
or resentment

Extra commands or signals
Moves feet slightly
Moves after examination
Sits as handler turns
Rough treatment to pose dog
Resists being positioned
Improper handler position upon
return
Minor shyness
Handler backs away when
leaving

35

Anticipated recall
command
Did not come on
first command
Sat out of handler’s
reach

One extra command to stay
Come
Stands or lays down after
handler leaves
Slow response/did not come
briskly
Touched handler
Poor sit; __no sit in front
Moves substantially after
command or signal
Too far away
Sits between feet
No finish; __poor finish
No sit on finish

Score

25

Max
Subtotal

120

Subtotal

Exercise

Long sit
(1 minute on leash)

Long down
(3 minutes on leash)

Zero

Less than 50%

Did not remain
in place
Disturbed another
dog

Did not remain
in place
Disturbed another
dog

Substantial

Minor

Max
Points

Stood or laid down
before 45 seconds
Repeatedly barks
or whines

Stood or laid down after
45 seconds
Minor movement before handler
returns
Bark or whine (___times)
Stood or laid down after handler
returns to heel position
Forced into position
Placed dog so it interfered with
adjacent dog

40

Stood or laid down
before 2 minutes
and 15 seconds
Repeatedly barks
or whines

Stood or laid down after
2 minutes and 15 seconds
Minor movement before handler
returns
Bark or whine (___times)
Stood or laid down after handler
returns to heel position
Forced into position
Placed dog so it interfered with
adjacent dog

40

Max
Subtotal

Score

Subtotal

80
Max
Subtotal from
page 1

Subtotal
from page 1

120
Max Total

Total Score

200
Penalty:

Handler disciplining

Shows fear

Fouling ring

Disqualified

Excused

Additional Comments
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